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NENGAJO 年賀状
Writing Japanese New Year Cards

The Japanese tradition of sending New Year cards or
“nengajo” is similar to that of sending annual Christmas cards
in America but with its own cultural implications. In Japan,
this seasonal correspondence has traditionally served as both
a friendly greeting between friends and family, as well as an
obligatory gesture of respect and appreciation for your
coworkers, superiors and others who have been good to you.
The tradition has apparently declined in recent years
however and there has been a push by Japanese media to
keep the tradition alive. Though “nengajo” can be found
and ordered at any post office and several convenience
stores, there are also several sites that allow you to design
your own. Below are some nengajo tips!

kitte-shop.post.japanp
ost.jp/goods/

5 .................................. A Romantic Christmas
6 ....................................... Local Events & Info

F UJIYOSHIDA CITY UPDATES

■

“MY NUMBER” notifications have been sent
out. Please look out for a failed delivery
notifications in your mailbox. You will need
to follow instructions to have it redelivered.

■

Flu shots ( インフルエンザ予防接種 ) are now
widely available at local clinics. Walk-ins
are accepted.

■

The Wednesday & Friday PM Japanese
classes organized by the International
Affairs Desk are now at maximum capacity.
Please contact the International Affairs
Desk to be added to the waiting list.

ETTIQUETTE:
The type of greeting
that you send should
vary based on the status
of the recipient in relation
to your own. Japanese is a
a language with varying
levels of formality anyway so
this should come as no
particular surprise. That being
said, there are some standard,
safe greetings that can be
used across the board. Below
are some examples:
① あけましておめでとうございます

“akemashite omedetou gozaimasu”

Happy New Year

① 謹賀新年

“kinga shin-nen”

Wishing you happiness in the
New Year.

② 今年もよろしくお願いいたします

“kotoshi mo yoroshiku onegai itashimasu”

Hoping for your favor again in
the coming year.
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3 & 4 ........... Gyoujishoku: Traditional Cuisine
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Yumi Matson
CIR & Reiho Editor
Fujiyoshida City Hall

2 .......... Nengajo: Japanese New Years Cards

The Japan Post
Service annually
releases special
￥52 & ￥ 82 stamp
designs specifically for
nengajo called
“nengakitte” Find &
order them online:
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It’s certainly getting chilly in
Fujiyoshida! Most of us have started
switching to winter tires, firing up our
heaters, and curling up under our
kotatsus! Mt. Fuji is looking a little
frosty at her summit and we’re
anticipating more and more
snow-cover in the coming months.
The International Affairs Desk had a
successful, though fleeting autumn
season (time definitely flies when
you’re having fun!) We were so
fortunate to be able to return to the
local preschools for another year of
Halloween programs and participate
in a collaborative Halloween event
with a local sports and recreation
club. We were also able to welcome
a group of 50 Chinese high school
students as part of a national
program organized by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs to promote
Japan-China relations. It has been a
truly fullfulling couple of months and
there is so much to look forward to
this upcoming season as well. Thank
you as always for your continued
readership and support of the
International Affairs Desk at
Fujiyoshida City Hall. Happy holidays
and happy new year!
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coming up this winter season!
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“Sarudoshi”
Nengajo should be
addressed vertically
with the sender’s
address in the lower
left-hand corner.
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SENDING & REPLYING:
If you’re sending domestically, “nengajo” can simply
be dropped in your local postbox. Typically there are
special slots set up by mid-December for speedy
delivery. To be delivered to your recipient by New
Years Day, “nengajo” should be sent out by Christmas
Day (December 25) at the latest.
In the event that you receive a “nengajo” from
someone to whom you did not send one, you should
reply promptly (within the first week of January).

DESIGN YOUR OWN FREE NENGAJO
★
★

http://nenga.post-code.jp
https://design-kit.jp

GYOJISHOKU

DECEMBER

The term “gyojishoku” is made up of two words: 行 事 “gyoji” meaning event or function and 食 “shoku”
meaning food. As the characters that make it up indicate, the term “gyojishoku” refers to the specific
foods that are traditionally consumed during specific times of year or for annual holidays and events.
The practice of eating certain foods during certain times of the year stems from ancient Japanese
knowledge of agriculture, notably what could be cultivated and harvested during what times of year,
and the nutritional benefits of eating according to what was seasonal affordable. Here we’ll introduce
the various “gyojishoku” in the months of November and December.

December 1
乙子の朔日

“Otogo-no-tsuitachi”
The last first day of the
month, of the year

AZUKIMOCHI

NOVEMBER

The 12th month of the lunar calendar is nicknamed “shiwasu”
(literally “running teacher”). It is said that it was named this way
because monks, who typically don’t run, would run from household
to household to read sutras at the end of the year.

The 11th month of the lunar calendar is known as “shimotsuki” (frost
month) known, as its name indicates, as the month when the frost
settles. The gods that were absent during the previous month are
said to return to their respective shrines aloft strong winds.

Mochi with sweet red
azuki bean paste

December 8
成道会 / 臘八会

November 1
神迎えの朔日

“Kami-mukae-no-tsuitachi”
The first day of the month to
welcome back the gods

SEKIHAN

Sticky white rice steamed
with red azuki beans.

It is said that the gods return to their shrines by riding on the wind thus
the wind is said to be the strongest during this time of year. The 1st day
of November is known as the day when the gods who’d been absent
during the month of October return to their respective shrines
(alternately known as “kami-mukae-no-hi” or “day to welcome the
gods”). It is customary on this day to eat “sekihan,” literally “red rice”
which is made with sticky white rice and red azuki beans. The red azuki
beans used to make “sekihan” have been harvested on clear days
since ancient times and are thought to have the power to relieve the
body of built up fatigue and improve digestive functions.

“Joudoue” / “Rohatsue”

Bhodi Day - celebration of
the enlightenment of Buddha

UNZOUGAYU

Rice gruel (porridge) with
diverse ingredients

December 9
大黒様の年取り

November 15
女天下の日

“Onna-tenka-no-hi”

Day when women may
do as they please

KENCHINJIRU

A hearty stew made with
primarily vegetables

November 15th is known as “onna-tenka-no-hi” (literally, day when
women may do as they please). On this day, it is customary for the
men of the household to take over the household chores and cooking
for the day as the women relax. It is also known as “obura-iwai” (literally
“celebration of oil”). Thus it is also customary to eat oily foods alongside
a healthy “kenchinjiru” (a thick chowder-like soup full of tofu and
vegetables). “Kenchinjiru” has been traditionally consumed in this time
of year to rebuild strength after arduous labor harvesting crops during
October and to protect against the upcoming cold.

“Daikokusama-no-toshitori”
The aging of Daikokusama
(the god of wealth)

KUROMAME-NAMASU

Mashed black soy beans
and grated daikon radish

December 23
November 19
亥の子祭り

“I-no-ko-matsuri”

Day of the boar festival

INOKO-MOCHI

Mochi mixed with various
powdered ingredients

The 1st day of the 10th month of Japan’s old lunisolar calendar is known
as “i-no-ko-matsuri” (day of the boar festival). It is customary on this day
to eat mochi made using “shinmai” (newly harvested rice). The
character “亥” (i) of “i-no-ko” is the character for the boar, the 12th sign
of the Chinese zodiac. It is said that the boar bears 12 offspring a year
and is thus also revered as a symbol of fertility. “I-no-ko-mochi” is made
using powdered soybeans, red azuki beans, black-eyed peas, sesame,
chestnuts, Japanese persimmons, and sugar. In farming communities,
“i-no-ko-matsuri” typically doubles as a harvest festival.

冬至

“Touji”

The winter solstice

KABOCHANI

Sweet & savory stewed
pumpkin slices

December 31
大晦日

“Omisoka”

New Year’s Eve

Find these & other recipes online: cookpad.com

a trusted favorite in kitchens all across Japan ♥

TOSHIKOSHISOBA

Soba noodles in a warm
broth with toppings

It is customary on the 12th and last month of the year to eat red azuki
bean rice gruel and red azuki bean dumplings. The two ingredients, red
azuki beans and rice, have historically been consumed in tandem. It is
said that eating these two ingredients together reaps several health
benefits including absorbtion of essential amino acids and rebuilding
strength after demanding physical labor. Red azuki beans contain
vitamin B1(thiamine) which is essential in combatting fatigue, fiber
which is essential is maintaining a healthy digestive tract, polyphenols
which are powerful antioxidants and sponin, which has diuretic
properties, and is said to fight fatigue and swelling.

It is said that Buddha’s first meal following his enlightenment was
“okayu” or rice gruel. Accordingly, on the 8th day of the 12th month it
is customary to consume a very nutrient-rich rice gruel. This specific rice
gruel is traditionally made up of several different ingredients however
the ingredient list has changed throughout the ages and differs from
household to household. It will typically contain some variation of rice,
chestnuts, millet, red azuki beans, dried Japanese persimmons, and
fresh leaves, mirin and sake kasu. The final product is a warm, slightly
sweet rice gruel that aids in digestion and absorption.

This day is a celebration of “Daikokusama” (the god of wealth). 黒 the
second kanji character of “Daikokusama” is the character for the color
“black,” therefore it is customary on this day to eat black beans.
Because heavy snows also fall during this time of year, traditional foods
also include white ingredients to represent snow (i.e., stewed black
beans and grated daikon radish, and charred white tofu). Black beans
have high nutritional value and contain protein, as well as anthocyanin
a type of polyphenol and free radicals that aid in preventing various
lifestyle diseases and improve eye function. The daikon in this dish also
contains important digestive enzymes.

Pumpkin is full of keratin and vitamin C. At a time when the realities of
harsh winters were much bleaker and stricter measures to avoid illness
were needed, pumpkins, which are easily preserved, were seen as an
invaluable source of nutrition. Vitamin C is essential in warding off and
combatting several different types of lifestyle diseases. Pumpkin is also
high in fiber which aids in controlling cholesterol and preventing
constipation. Pumpkins are in season during the summer but can be
preserved until the winter.

It is customary on the last night of the year to eat “soba” (buckwheat
noodles) rich in protein and rutin, thought to improve circulation, and
pray for prolonged youth and longevity. Though it’s customary to eat
soba late at night, the starch contained in these noodles are easily
digested and thus do not cause digestive problems as eating late at
night often does. Soba is also rich in vitamin B1 (thiamine) and B2
(riboflavin) and fiber. Chopped green onions, a typical soba topping,
should be added in abundance on this day in particular. Onions
contain sulfur which enhances absorption of the thiamine found in the
soba and can improve metabolism.

adapted from お天気レシピ

Event & National Holiday Calendar

CHRISTMAS
LIGHT
UPS
“illumination”
イルミネーション

NOV.

“Fantaseum” in Yamanakako
WHERE

Yamanakako Flower Garden
【山中湖花の都公園】

Lisa & Gaspard Town Light
Up at FujiQ Highland
WHERE

1650 Yamanaka
Yamanakako-mura
Minamitsuru-gun 401-0501
WHEN

PRICE

FROM: 11.21.15 (SAT)
UNTIL: 01.03.16 (SUN)
TIME: 17:00 ~ 21:00
FREE [ ￥300 for parking ]

Fuji-Q Highland
【富士急 ハイランド】

NOV.

“Niagara” in Kawaguchiko
WHERE

PRICE

Kawaguchiko Oishi Park
【河口湖大石公園】
2525-11 Oishi
Fujikawaguchiko-machi
Minamitsuru-gun 401-0305

5-6-1 Shinnishihara,
Fujiyoshida-shi
Yamanashi 403-0017
WHEN

03
23

FROM: 11.21.15 (SAT)
UNTIL: 03.31.16 (SUN)
TIME: 16:30 ~ 19:00

WHEN

FREE [ ￥1,000 for parking ]

PRICE

ァル

Much to the chagrin of
singles throughout the
country, Christmas in
Japan is typically
regarded as a couple’s
holiday. Unlike bi�er
Christmas features of
years past, this year
we’d like to feature
some romantic ways to
spend your holidays
with your loved one
according to our trusty
romantically inclined
Japanese informants.
Happy Holidays!
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(11/3) ~ (11/9)
Iris Group Exhibition
Gallery Sou - Kawaguchiko（ギャラリー宗）

Fuhakukai Group Tea Ceremony
3F Citizen Hall Japanese Style Room（和室）
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Haiku Competition
Shimoyoshida Comm. Center 2F（下コミセン２階）

SUN

WED

18

MON

23
SAT

28
FRI

27
SUN

20

Gakuseikai Group Tea Ceremony
3F Citizen Hall Japanese Style Room（和室）
Kabuki Performance
Fujisan Hall（富士山ホール）

Gidou Poetry Recitation
3F Citizen Hall（市民会館 3 階小ホール）
Taisho Group Koto Performance
3F Citizen Hall（市民会館 3 階小ホール）

12:00 ~ 17:00

11:00 ~ 17:00

10:00 ~ 15:00

10:00 ~ 15:00
9:00 ~ 17:30

9:00 ~ 17:00

13:00 ~ 16:30

Electric Koto Performance
3F Citizen Hall（市民会館 3 階小ホール）

13:00 ~ 16:00

Harmonica Club Concert
3F Citizen Hall（市民会館 3 階小ホール）

13:00 ~ 17:00

Buyou Traditional Dance Performance
3F Citizen Hall（市民会館 3 階小ホール）

Fuji Five Lakes Wind Orchestra
Fujisan Hall（ふじさんホール）

Sun
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LABOR THANKSGIVING DAY 勤労感謝の日 (KINRO-KANSHA-NO-HI)
The reigning emporer’s birthday is celebrated in Japan as
a national holiday. The current emporer, Emporer Akihito,
was born on December 23, 1933. The emporer makes a
public appearance at the Imperial palace every year on
this day to greet and thank well-wishers.
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CULTURE DAY 文化の日 (BUNKA-NO-HI)
Culture Day was established in 1948 to commemorate the
announcement of the post-war constitution 2 years prior on
November 3, 1946. In current practice, Culture Day is
typically celebrated by communities putting on exhibits
and performances to promote the arts.
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THE EMPORER’S BIRTHDAY 天皇誕生日 (TENNO--TANJOBI)
The reigning emporer’s birthday is celebrated in Japan as
a national holiday. The current emporer, Emporer Akihito,
was born on December 23, 1933. The emporer makes a
public appearance at the Imperial palace every year on
this day to greet and thank well-wishers.

DECEMBER 20th

ANNUAL IAD WINTER PARTY

